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ABSTRACT
This paper emphasizes on safeguarding the hierarchical
structure in wireless sensor network by presenting an
Intrusion Detection Technique, which is very useful, simple
and works effectively in improving and enhancing the security
in wireless sensor Network. This IDS works on the
combination of anomaly detection algorithm and intrusion
detection nodes. Here all the features and numerous
architectures of popular IDS(s) along with their confines and
benefits are also being described.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor network (WSN) usually consists of a large
number of tiny sensor nodes (SNs) which are deployed in an
operational area for sensing the data, aggregating and
processing. Applications of WSN benefits includes Structural
Monitoring, Bio-habitat monitoring, Industrial monitoring,
Disaster management, Military surveillance, Home/building
security, Object tracking, Underwater Research, Health
Monitoring and various other fields are also benefited by the
services of the WSN. Due to such services provided by the
WSN, there is the rapid growth in the research field and it use
[4]. WSN comprises of large no of small SNs having limited
computational and communication capabilities
The exposure to natural environments and the inherent
unreliability of wireless transmission make a WSN vulnerable
to many attacks [1]. Securing WSN is the major concern. As
there are certain limitations with the SN, such as constraints
of energy, memory and computational power the traditional
energy-consuming defense mechanisms like public key
infrastructure [2] and host-based intrusion detection
techniques [3] may not be feasible. Also, the problem may
arise that Sensing Nodes that are deployed in hostile
environments for military applications are prone to be
captured and can become malicious. According to the
research being done, there come the three broader Views [5]
such as
• Key Management: Key is used for encryption, decryption
and authentication
• Authentication and
information confidential

Secure

Routing

[12]:

Making
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• Security Service: This includes the various security
programs that are being used to lessen the conflicts that have
aroused, not eliminating the consequences. Such services
comprise security integration, safety orientation, etc.
Intrusion detection can be defined as a security technology
that attempts to identify those who are trying to break into and
misuse a system without authorization and those who have
legitimate access to the system but are abusing their
privileges. An IDS dynamically monitors a system and user’s
actions in the system to detect intrusions [18]. IDS, by
analyzing the system and users’ operations, in search of
undesirable, mistrustful and suspicious activities, may
effectively monitor and protect against threats [6].

2. ARCHITECTURE
2.1 Defining the Architecture for
Hierarchical Intrusion Detection System for
WSN
For the detection of the various Distributed attacks, It is
essential to have a Distributed Architecture which has a welldefined hierarchy, distributed properties, and is very useful in
providing the scalability, robustness in different ways [7].
With the use of distributed architecture, the process of
intrusion detection can be dispersed to numerous nodes in the
network. The major advantage is that if, by chance, the node
crashes or is being removed; it can still work and can be
termed as fault tolerant [17].
Figure 1 illustrates the Intrusion Detection Hierarchy for the
Wireless Sensor Network. And its structure shown above
refers to the hardware architecture of the wireless Sensor
Network [15]. In the first level, SN is accountable for
assembling the data, observing the deeds of a neighbor node,
and also collecting the information of the activities of the
local response to the invasion that can be by isolating the
relevant node [7]. Then comes the Layer 2 i.e. Coordination
layer which is mainly responsible for the data integration,
monitoring all the activities that are performed in the network
such as individual node activity monitored by the neighboring
SN. The second major work of the layer 2 is to analyze the
aggregated data collected and forwarded by the layer 1 though
which it can conclude about activities related to invasion.
Now to identify that whether any attack or invasion has
occurred, the base layer is used, whose responsibilities are
similar to that of coordination layer, to recognize and observe
all
the
engines.
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Fig.1 Architecture of Intrusion detection system model
for WSN

2.2 Working of IDS Model for WSN
In Fig. 2 an Intrusion Detection System model is shown [8]
for WSN. Due to the constraint of the SN i.e. computing
power and the storage capacity is limited, therefore a model is
designed which works with the joint collaboration of each
node and consists of multiple nodes [15]. These nodes achieve
Data Collection (DC), Intrusion Detection (ID), Result
Response (RR), Track and Node Choose (NC) .DC nodes not
only collect information from each node, but also forms a
warehouse of information about each node; ID nodes with DC
information, detection intrusion information by using anomaly
detection [16] algorithm; the RR node is responsible to
identify the node in which the invasion has occurred in
abnormal conditions by triggering the track node. Due to the
reason that DC node has more power consumption, NC is
mainly responsible for making large energy node act as DC
node. The working of the model further in the form of a flow
chart.

Tracking Control
No

Target?
Yes
Detection of Data

Recording of Data

Fig.3 An IDS Flow graph
According to the[15], an experiment was done on NS-2 as a
simulation platform in which the area with 10m ×10m, 50
nodes were distributed including DC,ID,RR,NC and Track. It
was found that detection rates were consistently 55% to 60%
for wandering and each node has a stable initial energy with
similar communication range. In the network, packet
transport
at
the
speed
of
19.5kB
per
second.

Fig.2 An IDS model for WSN
Fig.4 A Graph showing the percentage detection rate
(Source: Intrusion detection model based on hierarchical
structure in Wireless sensor networks by Lei Li, Yan-hui Li,
Dong-yang Fu, Ming Wan in "2010 International Conference
on Electrical and Control Engineering")
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3. NUMEROUS IDS SCHEMES FOR
WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK
3.1 Energy Proficient Hybrid Intrusion
Detection System
Su et al. proposed eHIP – energy efficient hybrid intrusion
prohibition system [9] to improve this crudity of cluster-based
sensor networks. The system consists of AIP (Authenticationbased Intrusion Prevention) and CID (Collaboration-based
Intrusion Detection) which provides heterogeneous
mechanisms for securing levels in cluster based wireless
sensor networks to improve energy efficiency[19].
In two different detection methods, the scheme for clusterheads and Ordinary members was used. Cluster-heads are
responsible for monitoring member node within the same
cluster; and the other members are being used to observe the
cluster-heads in their cluster [15]. The Cluster-head’s safety is
important because, they bear the main communication tasks.
The authors emphasize on numerous energy flaws that occur
while designing of the package, for an instance, addressing
the monitoring of cluster-heads by using the method of
ordinary members group-working in turns. However this also
brings the group into a more intricate mechanism, increases
the system complexity and difficult to implement.

3.2 Markov Model based IDS
Agah et al proposed a new game theory as per the paper
referenced as [10]. According to [15], the use of Markov
decision process and the issue of offensive and defensive
structure works essentially to predict the node, which has the
higher probability to get attacked [14].and this works by
creating two type of participants, in offensive as well as
defensive issues, with other two models i.e. Zero-sum game
model as well as the non-cooperative game model, between
the intruder and wireless sensor network [7]. In this, the
attacker or participants emphasizes to maximize their own
gains, but if the strength of participants is increased, it may
lead to reduction in other participants proceeds. If Markov
decision Policy process is adopted, the prediction of the node
which is more vulnerable to attack can be done. This model
has proved to be the Nash equilibrium.
In [7][10], Doumit et al. suggested a self-organized criticality
and stochastic learning based intrusion detection scheme that
uses the advantage of self-organized criticality for a certain
location which is dependable on an environment variable
along with hidden Markov model to detect future irregularities
[13]

3.3 Immune based IDS Algorithm
The mechanism of intrusion detection based on immune
algorithm was proposed by Zeng et al in [11], in which the
reference to the biological mechanism is given as the author
mapped the human immune system to the IDS. The Double
layer intrusion prevention measures are provided by the
algorithm, which states [15]:
1. Determining whether the network behavior is matching
the known invasion pattern to activate specific immune-layer.
Each node in the network is composed of the testing
knowledge base and its corresponding detector. The major
work of the detectors to define thee network intrusion and to
take the appropriate response strategies by analyzing the
extracted features and query testing knowledge base.
2. For responding the unknown priori invasion, the
nonspecific immune layer is responsible. The major work of
the Non-specific immune layer is to simulate organism’s

adaptive immune system with the capacity to study and
identify unknown invasive methods which comprises normal
set and its corresponding detector. If it is found that there is
the chance for the attack due to any abnormal condition in
network then the layer is activated, to locate and isolate the
abnormal nodes by seeking multi-node collaboration, while
including the various features such as intrusion detection into
the knowledge base. Also, the multi-detector collaborative
with information processing mechanism can also be used
jointly to improve the capability of detection of intrusion as
well as reducing the rate of false alarm.

4. CONCLUSION
Every Security mechanism has some loop holes which are to
be filled to provide the greater security and reliability. The
research work on Intrusion Detection System is has been
conducted for over 20 years, but need to be further enhanced
for using it for Wireless Sensor Network In Present scenario,
the focus should be given to lot of research work in improving
the IDS Solutions for securing the Wireless Sensor Network
which depends upon distribution and collaboration to reduce
the ill effects of the invasion. Still, there is the need at present,
to study about the new methods for the intrusion detection in
wireless sensor networks.
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